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Dostoevsky, Flaubert, Nabokov,
Pirandello, Poe, Proust, Spinoza,
Shindberg, Tagore-all of them
have museums (or homes converted), he notes. This often-claustrophobic tale of unrequited love is
Basmaci's story, which he narrates
in the first person, beginning in the
newly fashionable and chaotic air
of Istanbul in the mid-1970s, and

ending in the present.
Basmaci is the 30-year-old scion
rgraphic. Hajratwala tries
of a business family who's indifferherselfoutofthenarrative i ent about his father's company
lheendbutherownstory, which he's forced into. Shortly
rnecdotesabouthowshewas before his engagement to a woman
lof smelling likecurry,
named Sibel, Basmaci runs into
lexities of meeting her
Fiisun Keskin, a distant cousin
.'xpectations and being a les- who's grown into a ravishing
,rrea wonderfu lread. l,eauing, teenager
since she was sidelined in
isawelcomeandmuch-need-, the family for taking part in a chillitiontothediasporalitera- dren's pageant. Memories of their
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Whyshould lndia care about
lndonesia?
What's goingon there is not just
political but largely cultural. The
culture that's being paved over is
an Indic culture. It's a deeply
Irrrlir'istrl ior-rrr of Isl;rrrr

afternoon of lovemaking. Keskin,
nevertheless, marries another man,
forcinga heartbroken Basmaci to
call off his own behothal and
resign himself to alcohol. His sole
preoccupation furns to obsessing
over the trinkets and whatnots that
he eitherpinched, or snuck away
from Keskin's presence, to amass
his personal museumof love. A11
the while, he lapses into deliriously
graphic accounts ofthose past
amorous encounters.
As Basmaci's reminiscing of
perspiring skin, aching necks and
mouthfuls of breast furns repeti
tive, the atmosphere that Pamuk
presents distinguishes his newest
work. Teeming with effendis on
sheets like the Sanzelize (a transliteration ofthe Parisian avenue), in
apartments named Inayet (benevolence), HtiLrriyet (freedom) and
Merhamet (mercy), this is the
Istanbul you expect to read about
from Pamuk. Then, inexplicably,
the writer introduces himself in the
third person-as "the esteemed
Orhan Pamuk", who once danced
with Keskin, and recalls it as vividly as Basmaci. That passage alone
renders this novel far less memorable than any of Pamuk's earlier
work.Jaideep Sen
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